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TODAY’S FIGHTER SWEEPS

After a morning sweep today in the Calais and Dunkirk area, which was unopposed,

Fighter Command pilots went on this afternoon to carry out one of their biggest

simultaneous offensives.

The operations ranged from the Belgian port of Ostend to Brittany.

Four separate sorties were made, in three cases, Boston bombers went with the

Spitfires, attacking targets at Ostend in the east, Le Havre and the aerodromes at

Morlai and Lannion. The fourth sortie was a diversionary sweep of more than 100
Spitfires inland to Abbeville.

Morlai and Lannion are airfields - 100 miles across the Channel from which the

Luftwaffe’s convoy raiders are known to operate.

Both aerodromes were attacked in one operation, when little fighter opposition
was encountered, but a considerable barrage of anti- aircraft was experienced* Despite

this, bombs were seen to fall and explode on the aerodromes.

All the bombers and fighters came safely back. Two Czech Spitfire squadrons
took part in combats as they protected the Bostons, and damaged several of the enemy

fighters which dived out of the sun.

Lannion was attacked again soon after this by four - cannon Whirlwinds and

Spitfires. The former, with all their guns blazing, made low-level attacks* They

caught the Germans by surprise - before they had really recovered from the shock

of the first sortie. At Morlai other pilots found aerodrome buildings and hangars
on fire, devastation left by the first attack. Then they shot up some aircraft

parked away from the hangars, where they had been hurriedly moved from the fires

caused by the previous raiders. One enemy aircraft, at least, was destroyed on the

ground.

While Ostend and also Le Havre were being attacked by the escorted Boston bombers,

German ground staff at Abbeville aerodrome had to watch a battle between their own

aircraft and Spitfires which were carrying out the diversionary sweep. In the fight,

part of which took place directly above their own aerodrome, the German pilots came

off second best* One was sent crashing on fire, practically on the aerodrome, and

another fell in flames on the outskirts of the town#

In the whole of the afternoon’s four-pronged operation six enemy fighters

were destroyed in the air and many others probably destroyed or damaged.

A Polish wing escorting the Le Havre bombers destroyed four. Nine enemy

aircraft tried to attack one squadron from behind but were outmanoeuvred and

three FW190s were shot into the sea.

W/Cdr. J. Rankin, D.S.
O., D.F.C., and bar, who led the Spitfire wing which

had the battle over Abbeville aerodrome, said "We saw fifteen to twenty FW190s over

the aerodrome and I took half of my pilots down with me while the remainder stayed

above. We went whistling down into the 1 90s and we had a grand scrap about; 3,000

or 4,000 feet above Abbeville town and airfield.

"We saw parachutes and ’flamers' going down and it was grand to be having

the fight right over their own aerodrome. As we fought the 190s, about twenty:

of than dived on our pilots who Had stayed above and soon the whole of our

formation was involved in dog-fights with about fifty Huns.

"We came out of it with two Huns destroyed and many others probably destroyed

or damaged".

Wing Commander Rankin shared the destruction of an FW190 with a Sgt. pilot. This

was the aircraft which crashed practically on Abbeville aerodrome. A few minutes later

the Wing Commander attacked a Me .109. He saw his bullets hitting the enemy

aircraft just behind the cockpit and from three thousand feet it went down in a

vertical dive.

From all the day’s operations, six of our fighters are missing but the pilot
of one is safe.


